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The Ethics Of Deep Brain
Crossing that final ethical line of invasively recording from the healthy human brain could be borne simply out of frustration.
Our Quest to Understand the Human Brain Is Limited by Ethics, Not Science
Researchers are now able to wirelessly record the directly measured brain activity of patients living with Parkinson's disease and to then use that information to adjust the stimulation delivered by ...
Researchers wirelessly record human brain activity during normal life activities
Scientists say they can now record a person's brain activity wirelessly throughout the day—a feat that could allow for better research into the brain’s inner workings.
In a First, People Had Their Brain Activity Tracked Remotely During Everyday Life
Scientists have successfully remotely tracked the brain activity of people using a wireless device that transmits a continual stream of neural recordings.
New Device Lets Researchers Remotely Record People’s Brain Activity During Daily Life
It was reported back on April 6, that Samy Bengio, a prominent research manager in Google's artificial intelligence division had resigned from the company. Today, Apple hired Bengio ...
Apple Hires one of the early leaders of the Google Brain Research Team to lead a new AI Research Unit
Kyoto University Sawai has spent several years writing about the ethics of brain organoid research. Brain organoids have led to deep questions about consciousness. With some people imagining a ...
Study explains future ethical implications of brain organoid research
Ethics leaders continue to churn at Google, with the departure of Canadian computer scientist Samy Bengio the latest example.
Ethics Leadership Continues to Churn at Google; Bengio Out, Dr. Croak is In
Researchers were successful in wirelessly recording the direct brain activity of patients with Parkinson disease, while also showcasing the first demonstration of adaptive deep brain stimulation at ...
Researchers Wirelessly Record Long-term Brain Activity in Patients With Parkinson Disease
In a veritable whirlwind of neurological discovery—a brain storm, if you will—researchers have developed a device with the potential to massively improve our understanding of the effects of ...
NIH-backed device is first to offer long-term wireless monitoring of Parkinson's patients' brain activity
As neural devices proliferate, so do reports of personality changes, foundering relationships, and people who want to leave their careers.
Do Brain Implants Change Your Identity?
In Hans Christian Andersen’s 19th-century telling of the famous fairy tale, the emperor leads the royal parade wearing not a stitch of clothing because swindlers have convinced the emperor, his ...
Littwin: For speaking the naked truth about Trump lies, GOP decides Liz Cheney must be punished
who has spent several years writing about the ethics of brain organoid research. Brain organoids have led to deep questions about consciousness. With some people imagining a future where our ...
Society is not ready to make human brains
The result, “In Silico” (the title refers to the potential of studying the brain in a computer simulation, as opposed to “in vivo” with a living organism or “in vitro” with a specimen in a test tube ...
Can a computer generate a simulation of the brain?
The medical community has long seen the value of music in wellness, but our appreciation is growing because of its close link to mental and physical health.
Recognition of the power of music in medicine is growing
Samy Bengio has left Google Brain, Google’s deep learning AI research team ... The discord in the ethical AI team is reported to have begun with a paper co-written by Gebru, which raised ...
Google AI loses another leader following firing of ethics researchers
The move comes after months of turmoil following the high-profile oustings of two AI ethics researchers ... worked in the Google Brain unit that focused on deep learning and artificial intelligence.
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